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Abstract1

The stiff human foot enables an efficient push-off when walking or running and was critical for the2

evolution of bipedalism.1–6 The uniquely arched morphology of the human midfoot is thought to3

stiffen it,5–9 whereas other primates have flat feet that bend severely in the midfoot.7,10,11 How-4

ever, the relationship between midfoot geometry and stiffness remains vigorously debated in foot5

biomechanics,12,13 podiatry,14,15 and palaeontology.4–6 These ongoing debates centre on the medial6

longitudinal arch (MLA)5,6 and have not considered whether stiffness is affected by the human foot’s7

second, transverse tarsal arch (TTA).16 Here we show that the TTA is responsible for over 40% of8

the foot’s longitudinal stiffness. The underlying mechanical principle resembles a floppy currency note9

that stiffens significantly upon curling it along the transverse direction. We derive a dimensionless10

curvature parameter that governs the TTA’s stiffness contribution, demonstrate its predictive power11

using mechanical mimics of the foot, and find its skeletal correlate in hominin feet. By analysing12

fossils, we track the evolution of the curvature parameter among extinct hominins and show that a13

human-like transverse arch was a key step in the evolution of human bipedalism that predates the14

genus Homo by at least 1.5 million years. This renewed understanding of the form and function of15

the foot may improve the clinical treatment of flatfoot disorders, the design of robotic feet, and the16

study of foot function in locomotion.17
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Figure 1. Transverse curvature in human feet and its effect on stiffness. a, The human foot has two
distinct arches in the midfoot, the medial longitudinal arch (MLA) and the transverse tarsal arch (TTA).
See Fig. E1 as an additional illustrated anatomical guide. The typical loading pattern during push-off in
walking and running is shown here. b, A thin and floppy sheet of paper becomes significantly stiffer
because of transversal curvature. The TTA may play a similar role in feet. Scale bars: 5 cm.

In walking and running, people apply large forces that exceed body weight when pushing-off with18

the ball of the foot.17 Because of these forces, the midfoot experiences high sagittal-plane torques that19

bend the foot. A stiff midfoot therefore helps to efficiently utilize the mechanical power generated by the20

ankle during push-off, without absorbing the propulsive work as deformation of the foot.2–421

The unique longitudinal arch of the human midfoot is thought to underlie the greater stiffness of hu-22

man feet compared to other primate feet (Table E1).5,6,9,18 But stiffness is not a static quantity and mus-23

cle activity has been shown to dynamically modulate midfoot stiffness in both humans and apes.13,19,2024

Nevertheless, the static stiffness of the foot’s structure forms the baseline around which the dynamic25

modulation occurs. Muscles with similar mechanical action to tissues responsible for static stiffness are26

likely to be important in stiffness modulation. Therefore, understanding the morphological underpinning27

of static stiffness is crucial for both static and dynamic conditions (Supplement S1.1–S1.3).28

The human midfoot has two pronounced arches: the medial longitudinal arch (MLA) and a second,29

transverse tarsal arch (TTA) (Fig. 1a). Of these two arches, the MLA is extensively studied.5,6,20 The30

MLA stiffens the midfoot partly through a bow-string arrangement with the stiff longitudinal fibres of the31

plantar fascia7,9 and a windlass-like mechanism due to toe dorsiflexion just before push-off.8,21 Besides32

the plantar fascia, the longitudinally oriented long plantar, short plantar and calcaneonavicular ligaments33

form a large fraction of the static midfoot stiffness in humans and other primates.9,18 However, unlike34

the plantar fascia, the contribution of these ligaments is not affected by the height of the MLA, as seen35

from their nearly equal relative contributions to both arched human feet9 and flat monkey feet (Table E1,36

Supplement S1.4).1837

Despite these stiffness measurements in human and monkey feet, the relationship between the MLA38

height or curvature and midfoot stiffness remains controversial.5,20 Some humans face no difficulty in39
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walking with a heel-to-toe style despite having little to no MLA.12 Conflicting evidence in correlating40

MLA height with foot flexibility in foot disabilities11,22 and from surgical reconstruction of the MLA15
41

cast further doubt upon the relationship between the MLA and midfoot stiffness. There are also debates42

over when stiff midfeet arose in human evolution,5,6 including what kind of foot made the 3.66 million-43

year-old, partly human-like footprints at Laetoli.23,2444

These debates on arch morphology and stiffness centre around the MLA, plantar fascia, and other45

longitudinally oriented ligaments and muscles. The very definition of flatfoot relies mostly upon the46

height of the MLA.12,22 However, the role of the second, transverse tarsal arch (TTA, Fig. 1a) in stiff-47

ening the midfoot remains unknown (Supplement S1.4). Just as slightly curling a thin sheet of paper48

in the transverse direction stiffens it longitudinally, the TTA may also stiffen the midfoot (Fig. 1b). To49

investigate whether the TTA functions in this manner, we performed three-point bending tests on arched50

continuum shells, mechanical mimics of the midfoot, and human cadaveric feet (see Methods).51

To study the effect of the TTA, we modelled the midfoot as curved elastic shells in computer sim-52

ulations and physical experiments (Fig. 2a). We found that shells with greater transverse curvature are53

stiffer in longitudinal bending (Fig. 2b inset). However, stiffness is also affected by the Young’s modulus54

and Poisson’s ratio of the material, and the thickness t, length L and width w. To isolate the contribu-55

tion of the transverse arch to midfoot stiffness, we used scaling analysis to derive dimensionless stiffness56

and curvature variables that normalize for material property and size differences (Supplement S2). The57

normalized stiffness K̂ is the ratio of the stiffness of the curved shell to that of a flat plate that is identical58

in all regards but for the curvature. The normalized curvature ĉ encapsulates the mechanical coupling59

between bending out-of-plane and stretching in-plane that is induced by the transverse curvature c, and60

is given by,61

ĉ = cL2

t
. (1)62

Collapse of the normalized data onto a master curve shows that ĉ is the chief explanatory variable63

for K̂ (Fig. 2b). There is a transition between two regimes around ĉtr = 10. Stiffness K̂ increases64

nonlinearly with curvature when ĉ > ĉtr but is mostly insensitive to curvature with K̂ ≈ 1 when ĉ < ĉtr .65

Increasing longitudinal curvature has no effect on stiffness (stars in Fig. 2b), because these shells lack any66

analogue of the plantar fascia. Transverse curvature stiffens the shell because out-of-plane longitudinal67

bending induces in-plane stretching of the shell’s material in the transverse and all other directions close68

to the load application point (Fig. E2, Supplement S2). Therefore, transverse curvature has the effect of69

amplifying the intrinsic stiffness of a flat plate, whereas the longitudinal curvature has no similar effect.70
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Figure 2. Curvature-induced stiffness in mechanical models of hominin feet. a, Continuum elastic
shells with curvature were subjected to a distributed vertical load at one end and clamped at the other.
b, inset, Stiffness K versus curvature c for continuum shells of various thickness t (blue shading) in
experiments (diamonds and stars) and simulations (circles). b, Normalized stiffness K̂ versus
normalized curvature ĉ for the same continuum shells as the inset. Experimental data include shells
with just transverse curvature (diamonds) or longitudinal curvature (stars). c, Schematic of a discrete
foot-mimic comprised of three metatarsals arranged in a transverse arch and loaded at the distal end.
Longitudinal springs at the hinged base mimic the longitudinal ligaments in feet. Transversal
inter-metatarsal springs at the distal end mimic transverse elastic tissues. d, inset, Stiffness K versus
transverse curvature c for mimics of various lengths L and thickness t. d, The foot-mimic data
visualized as normalized stiffness K̂ versus normalized curvature ĉ. Close-up views of the continuum
and discrete experiments are shown in Fig. E3 and E4, respectively.

We performed three-point bending tests on discrete mechanical mimics of the foot with a TTA and71

found similar results to the continuum shells (Fig. 2c,d). The mimics are comprised of three metatarsals72

with hinges towards the midfoot, and they varied in the length L, thickness t and transverse curvature c73

(OnlineMethods, Supplement S4). The longitudinal springs at the hinges mimic the longitudinal midfoot74

ligaments that contribute to midfoot stiffness whether arched or not (Supplement S1.4). The distally75

located transverse springs mimic inter-metatarsal tissues that influence the predicted bending-stretching76

coupling due to the transverse curvature. The measured stiffness of each mimic was normalized by that77

of a flat mimic, with dimensions similar to the foot of a chimpanzee, to yield the normalized stiffness K̂78
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(equation M1). We find that the normalized curvature ĉ accurately predicts the normalized stiffness K̂79

for discrete foot-like structures, as for continuum shells (Fig. 2d). The transition in stiffness from nearly80

curvature-insensitive to a nonlinear increase occurs around ĉtr = 3 for the mimics. Although this value is81

different from continuum shells, bending-stretching coupling is the common mechanism for curvature-82

induced stiffness in continuum and discrete structures, and ĉ emerges as the chief explanatory variable83

for that mechanism.84

The curvature versus stiffness curve is unknown for human feet but we may test whether its ĉ belongs85

to the curvature-induced stiffening regime by measuring the decrease in stiffness upon flattening the86

transverse arch. However, the TTA in a human foot cannot be selectively altered without affecting other87

aspects of the foot such as the MLA. So we designed a method to mimic flattening of the TTA without88

altering the skeletal structure. Analyses of the continuum shells and mechanical feet suggest that the89

TTA induces stiffness by coupling longitudinal bending with stretching of the inter-metatarsal tissues.90

Therefore, cutting the inter-metatarsal tissues should disrupt the stiffening mechanism and achieve the91

effect of flattening the arch without altering the skeletal arch. We tested this idea in the foot mimics by92

comparing the stiffness of transversally curved mimics that lack the inter-metatarsal springs against flat93

mimics with all springs intact. Both had the same stiffness (Fig. E5, R2 = 0.98, slope=1.05, intercept94

= 0), showing that cutting the transverse springs is analogous to flattening the arch even though the cuts95

did not alter the arch curvature.96

To determine the TTA’s contribution to stiffness in human feet, we performed three-point bending97

tests on two human cadaveric feet (Fig. 3a, Online methods, Supplement S5.2) and assessed the effect of98

selectively cutting the transverse elastic tissues between the metatarsals (T− condition, Fig. 3b, Fig. E1b).99

To carefully preserve longitudinal elastic tissues, the cuts were restricted to the transverse metatarsal100

ligaments, the skin between the toes and the inter-metatarsal tissues near the dorsal surface of the foot.101

Cutting these transverse tissues caused a decline in stiffness of 44% and 54% for the two feet (Fig. 3b,102

Table E1). Each foot serves as its own control, thereby quantifying the TTA’s contribution in terms of103

the normalized stiffness K̂ = Kintact∕KT− , i.e. K̂ = 1.79 and 2.17 for the feet whose ĉ = 15.4 and 16.0,104

respectively (Fig. 4b, equation M4).105

The cadaveric experiments show that the inter-metatarsal tissues contribute substantially to foot stiff-106

ness and more than the previously known 30% contribution of the MLA and plantar fascia (Table E1,107

Supplement S1.4). The mechanistic understanding of transversally curved structures implies that the108

inter-metatarsal tissues affect the longitudinal bending stiffness of the foot because the human TTA with109

ĉ ≈ 15 is sufficiently arched to couple longitudinal bending and transverse stretching. Unlike the plantar110
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Figure 3. Three-point bending test on a cadaveric human foot. a, Fresh-frozen cadaveric feet were
thawed and mounted in a materials testing machine via an attachment at the transected shank. The
distal end of the heel rested on a sliding platform with low-friction roller bearings to allow changes to
the foot length. The ball of the foot and the toes rested on a highly lubricated surface to allow all natural
deformations. A known displacement was applied at the transected shank and the reaction force
measured to quantify the foot’s stiffness. Tests were performed on intact feet and those with transversal
cuts (T−). b, The transversal cuts between the toes and metatarsals were no deeper than the plantar
plane of the metatarsal shafts (T−: blue lines). c, Displacement versus load traces for an intact (black,
solid line) and a T− (blue, dashed line) foot. Some stress relaxation was observed during the initial few
cycles of testing and the last cycle was used in analyses.

fascia and the inter-metatarsal tissues, the long plantar, short plantar and calcaneonavicular ligaments111

form part of the intrinsic stiffness of the midfoot that are not affected by either the MLA or TTA curva-112

tures (Supplement S1.4). However, additional work is needed to discover the curvature-stiffness curve113

that apply to human feet. Furthermore, the stiffness contributions from the two arches may not simply114

add during in vivo foot function and further work is needed to investigate interactions between the arches.115

We use ĉ to compare the TTA among hominins and track its evolution (Fig. 4, see also Supple-116
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Figure 4. Transverse curvature of extant and extinct feet. a, Representative images of feet used in
our analyses and their respective estimated survival dates: H. naledi,25 H. erectus,26 H. habilis,27,
A. Afarensis,28 Burtele.29 Pan troglodytes represents the last common ancestor (LCA) of humans and
chimpanzees. b, Schematics showing the skeletal view of the TTA and the torsion of the fourth
metatarsal induced by the mediolateral packing of the tarso-metatarsal bones. c,Median (dot with
circle) and the middle 50th percentile (shaded bar) of the normalized curvature ĉ are shown on a
logarithmic scale. Tables E2 and E3 summarize the morphometric data used in estimating ĉ.

ment S5). At one extreme are the vervet monkey, macaque, chimpanzee and gorilla feet, all of which117

have ĉ < 2, substantially flatter than humans whose ĉ > 10. At the other extreme are species in the118

genus Homo, including Homo naledi,25 Homo habilis,27, and Homo erectus26 that have a pronounced119

TTA whose ĉ falls within the normal human range around ĉ ≈ 15. Surprisingly, the estimated ĉ of the120

approximately 3.4million year-old Burtele foot (from an unidentified species) falls within normal human121

variation despite having an abducted hallux.29 In contrast, the estimated ĉ of an approximately 3.2 mil-122

lion year-old Australopithecus afarensis (AL-333) falls below the human range, despite a human-like123

degree of torsion of the fourth metatarsal.28124

Additional data are needed, especially from earlier hominins like Ardipithecus, but the available125

evidence suggests several stages in the evolution of the arch of the human foot.5,6 First, apes like chim-126

panzees and presumably the last common ancestor of apes and hominins lack both a MLA and a TTA,127

and thus are able to stiffen the midfoot only partially using muscles.5 By 3.4 million years ago, possibly128
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earlier, a human-like TTA had evolved that may have increased midfoot stiffness during propulsion in129

the Burtele hominin (Supplement S5.4). Compared to humans, the TTA was apparently less developed130

in A. afarensis, which also lacked a fully developed MLA,28 consistent with analyses of the 3.66 million131

year-old Laetoli G footprints thought to have been made by A. afarensis.24,30 Finally, in the genus Homo132

we see a full MLA and TTA, enabling both effective walking and running. These inferences need to be133

tested with additional fossils incorporating not just analyses of the MLA but also the TTA.134

Our findings show a new and substantial functional role for the TTA in midfoot stiffness. Traditional135

thinking in biomechanics, human evolution and current clinical practice with an emphasis on the sagittal136

plane and the MLA should thus be expanded to incorporate the TTA and the transverse axis that is137

orthogonal to the sagittal plane.138
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Online methods219

Numerical simulations220

We simulated the elastic response of arched shells using the Shell interface in the 3D Structural Me-221

chanics module of COMSOL Multiphysics v5.1 (COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The transverse222

tarsal arch (TTA) is represented by the map for the central plane of the shell given by ST(x, y) =223
(

x,RT sin �y, RT cos �y
) where �y = y∕RT, x ∈

[

−L∕2, L∕2
], and y ∈

[

−w∕2, w∕2
] (Fig. E2). For all224

the simulations, we set L = 0.1m and w = 0.05m. The material was modeled as linearly elastic with225

Young’s modulus E = 3.5MPa, Poisson’s ratio � = 0.49, and mass density � = 965 kg∕m3.226

The boundary at x = −L∕2 is clamped, i.e. zero displacements and rotations. The conditions at the227

other boundary x = L∕2, are a uniform shear load  , zero bending moment along z, and zero in-plane228

traction so that the displacements are free (see Fig. E2 for axes orientations).229

We solve this model for a range of thicknesses t, from 3mm to 9mm in steps of 1mm, and transverse230

curvature radiiRT = 0.03m, 0.05m, 0.07m, 0.1m, 0.3m, 5m, 0.7m, 1m and 3m. For each combination231

of t and RT, shear  ranging from 0N∕m to 1N∕m is applied in increments of 0.1N∕m. The resulting232

out-of-plane displacement �z is measured (Fig. E2(b)), and plotted against  . The slope of these curves233

extrapolated to  = 0 yield the stiffness defined as k ≡ w  ∕�z.234

Continuum shell experiments235

We fabricated and measured the stiffness of shells with an arch in the transverse or longitudinal direc-236

tions, and compared them against a flat plate. These were all fabricated using polymer moulding tech-237

niques with PDMS (Poly dimethyl siloxane). The mould was fabricated using additive manufacturing238

(3D printed using ProJet 460Plus, 3D Systems). The printed mould was few millimeters in thickness,239

with one side left open. PDMS silicone elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was employed to cast240

the arch in the mould. Because the volume ratio of the base polymer to the curing agent controls the241

material bulk modulus for PDMS, the same ratio of 5 parts base polymer to 1 part of curing agent by242

weight was consistently maintained across all fabricated arches (Supplement S3). During an experiment,243

the fabricated arch was mounted on the experimental rig with help of clamps that were custom fabricated244

to exactly match the arch curvature. The clamps were additively manufactured (Stratasys Dimension245

1200es) with ABSPlus (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) thermoplastic material (glass transition temper-246

ature 108◦C). One end of the clamped arch was affixed to a rigid frame, and the other end of the clamped247

arch was pushed upon by a thin edge (“knife-edge”) that was mounted on a force sensor attached to a ver-248

tical translation stage (Fig. E3a). The forces were measured using a data acquisition system (LabView,249

National Instruments) at 2 KHz for 1 second duration. The load test was performed under quasi-static250

loading of the arch sample by providing small displacements (quasi-static steps) of 5 × 10−5 m (50 �m)251

per step for a total of 10 quasi-static steps (5 × 10−4 m or 500 �m). Forces were measured after each252

quasi-static displacement. The slope of the force-displacement curve is the stiffness K for the arch sam-253

ple. Three experimental runs were conducted for each arch and their force-displacement curves were254

reproducible to within measurement error.255

Foot mimics256

We designed, fabricated and performed load-displacement tests on mechanical mimics of the foot that257

were transversally curved (Fig. 2, Fig. E4, Supplement S4). The mimic was comprised of three rigid258

metatarsals hinged at their bases. Instead of every bone in the foot, the mimics were simplifications that259

captured the longitudinal bending of the metatarsals and lumped all midfoot mobility into hinges at the260

proximal base of the metatarsals.261

The metatarsals were of length L and the hinges were arranged in a transverse arch of curvature c262

so that the axis of each hinge was at an angle with its neighbour (Fig. 2c, Fig. E4a). Each hinge had an263

extension spring held at a fixed moment arm equal to half the thickness t and provided torsional stiffness264

(Fig. E4b). An inter-metatarsal transversally oriented spring connected adjacent metatarsals at the distal265

end and would resist any splaying induced by the transverse arch.266

In hominin feet, the distal end of the metatarsals are level on the ground when loaded. Therefore,267
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presence of a TTA implies increasing torsion for the lateral metatarsals (Fig. E6b,c). The distal end of the268

metatarsals in the mimics were made to rest on horizontal, low-frictionmetallic platforms (Fig. E4a). The269

vertically staggered arrangement of the platformsmimics the effect of the distal end of the metatarsals be-270

ing on the same horizontal level. The platforms were attached to a micrometer-precision translation stage271

for applying vertical displacements. The base of the hinge was rigidly clamped to a six-axis force sensor272

(JR3 Inc., CA, USA) to measure the reaction forces due to the displacement. Stiffness was estimated as273

the slope of the force-displacement curve in each trial.274

Multiple geometries of the foot were tested and the dimensions chosen to approximate the metatarsal275

lengths and midfoot widths of hominin feet, including chimpanzees and humans. The length L was276

varied from 75–125mm (3 values), thickness t from 18.5–26.8mm (3 values), and curvature from 0–277

0.025mm−1 (6 values). The spring constants, measured in an Instron materials testing machine, were278

1.76N∕mm and 0.70N∕mm for the longitudinal and transverse springs, respectively. Three trials were279

performed for each foot and the force-displacement data were reproducible to within measurement error.280

The normalized stiffness is K̂ = K∕Kf lat . For a flat mimic of length L, thickness t and longitudinal281

spring stiffness kl per unit-width, the longitudinal stiffness is given by Kf lat = 3km(t∕2)2∕L2 (Supple-282

ment S4.3). In a general setting, the longitudinal spring stiffness would be proportional to the width w283

of the midfoot by virtue of accommodating a greater amount of parallel elastic tissues. Therefore, the284

longitudinal stiffness is parametrised by the stiffness per unit-width kl = 3km∕w.285

The equation S4.4 for the stiffness of a flat mimic was independently verified using load-displacement286

tests of 8 different flat mimics (Fig. E4c, Supplement S4.4). We use this relationship to normalize the287

measured stiffness of all the mimics by a single chimpanzee-like flat mimic of length L0 = 75mm,288

thickness t0 = 18.5mm, width w0 = 60mm, and whose measured stiffness is K0. By definition, the289

normalized stiffness of the chimpanzee-like flat mimic is K̂0 = 1. Therefore, the measured stiffness K290

of a mimic with length L and thickness t is normalized according to,291

K̂ = K
K0

(

L
L0

)2( t0
t

)2
(w0
w

)

. (M1)292

Cadaveric feet293

We conducted three-point bending tests using a materials testing system (Instron model 8874) on two294

fresh frozen cadaveric feet obtained from posthumous female donors (age: 55, 64 years, body weight:295

1021N and 595N). The loading protocol and boundary conditions under the foot followed Ker et. al9.296

The tibia and fibula were transected midshaft and implanted in Bondo Fiberglass Resin (3M) and secured297

to the displacement-controlled force sensor on the Instron actuator. The ankle was at a neutral angle of298

90°. The heel rested on a rigid platform that was mounted on low-friction sliders to permit foot length299

changes. The forefoot rested on a highly lubricated surface to permit the foot to naturally deform in all300

directions when loaded. The contact point on the heel was maintained at the posterior end by placing the301

heel at the anterior edge of the sliding heel plate so that the heel force mimics the action of the Achilles302

tendon. The tests were quasi-static with a displacement rate of 0.5mm∕s to 0.6mm∕s.303

The displacement required to achieve a load of 3× body weight was measured and then cyclically304

applied 10–15 times. The last cycle was used for analyses because there was some stress relaxation during305

the first 6–7 cycles. The area under the force-displacement curve is the work W needed to deform the306

foot. Following equation (S5.4)W yields an effective stiffness of the foot Keff given by307

Keff =
2

z2peak

zpeak

∫
0

F dz. (M2)308

The same measurements were repeated after bisecting the distal transverse metatarsal ligaments, the309

skin between the toes, and the muscles and fascia connecting the metatarsals. The inter-metatarsal tissues310

were transected from the dorsal surface of the foot and the depth of the cut was restricted extend no deeper311
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than the plantar plane of the metatarsal shafts. So, none of the branches of the plantar fascia or other312

midfoot ligaments were affected.313

Because the applied displacement was the same for the intact feet and those with bisected inter-314

metatarsal tissues, the ratio of work is equal to the ratio of the effective stiffness (equation S5.5).315

Monte Carlo simulations316

Anatomical variability in the size of feet (Table E2) is incorporated using Monte Carlo simulations to317

generate statistics for normalized curvature (Fig. 4). The histograms generated from the Monte Carlo318

simulations are mostly non-Gaussian. Therefore, the median and quartiles are reported in addition to319

the mean and standard deviation (SD). We used 1 million random combinations of the anatomical di-320

mensions, where each dimension was drawn from an independent Gaussian distribution with means and321

standard deviations according to Tables E2 and E3. Increasing the size of the Monte Carlo beyond a322

million samples had no effect on the statistics of the estimated quantities, for the number of significant323

digits reported. The Monte Carlo simulations likely overestimate the variance of relevant ratios such as324

w∕L and t∕L in comparison to hominin feet, because we use independent variation of all dimensions325

and do not incorporate covariation that may exist. Such inflation of variance because of an assumption of326

independence of variables is evident in comparing primary measurements versusMonte Carlo estimation327

of ĉ for humans (Table E2).328

Morphometrics of feet of extant species329

Humans: Humanmorphometrics were obtained from 12 individuals (6 cadaveric, 6 human volunteers)330

using radiographic computed tomography (CT X-ray imaging) and software-based segmentation and 3D331

model reconstruction.31,32 These feet were all evaluated by a clinical radiologist and identified as non-332

pathological. The collection, analyses and reporting of live human subjects’ data were approved by the333

Yale IRB. Details on the subjects and CT data processing methods are in the Supplement S5.1334

We measured the lever length L following the standard definition as the distance from the posterior335

end of the calcaneus to the anterior end of the third metatarsal’s distal head. The widthw is measured at336

the tarsometatarsal joint, as the mediolateral separation of the most medial aspect of the distal articular337

surface of the medial cuneiform to the most lateral aspect of the distal articular surface of the cuboid.338

The thickness t is defined as the dorso-plantar thickness of the proximal head of the third metatarsal, or339

the average of the second and fourth, when the third metatarsal data are unavailable. The curvature c is340

based on the torsion �MT4 of the fourth metatarsal, which was measured using the shape of the articular341

surface using established protocols.26.342

Non-human primates: Published data were used for morphometrics analysis of non-human pri-343

mates: Pan troglodytes (total n=106),26,28,29,33–35 Gorilla gorilla (total n=59),26,28,29,33,35, Chlorocebus344

aethiops (total n=56),33,36 and Macaca nemestrina (total n=44).33,37,38345

Published data are sparse and not all necessary measurements were available for a single sample in346

the published literature on C. aethiops and M. nemestrina. Therefore, we added data from specimens347

that were most similar in their lever length L to the mean value reported in the literature. We carried348

out these measurements using software-based photogrammetry39 of high resolution images, and cross-349

verified with measurements using a digital caliper (0.01 mm resolution). The C. aethiops foot is from350

the Yale Biological Anthropology Laboratory (YBL.3032a) and the M. nemestrina specimen from the351

Yale Peabody Museum (YPM MAM 9621).352

Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the lever length L were estimated from published data for the353

chimpanzee,33–35 gorilla,33,35, C. aethiops,33,36 and M. nemestrina.33,37,40 Mean w is estimated from354

reported w∕L or dorsal skeletal views for chimpanzees and gorillas,33,34, and primary measurements355

for C. aethiops and M. nemestrina. To estimate the SD of w, we used reported variability in the medio-356

lateral width of the proximal metatarsal heads for all species26,28,29 to estimate the coefficient of variation357

(SD/mean), and applied that to w. The mean and SD of t were all obtained from published values,28,29358

and confirmed with primary measurements for available specimens. Torsion of the fourth metatarsal359

�MT4 is used to estimate the transverse curvature, and published values were used for all non-human360
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species included in this study25,26,28,29. For species where the feet are regarded as flat, we used the same361

metatarsal torsion values as P. troglodytes.362

Fossil feet363

We used photogrammetry39 on published images of fossil feet (Fig. 4d), and also data tables that accom-364

panied the publication of these fossil data to estimate necessary dimensions and ratios.25–29365

Among the fossil feet, all but the foot of Homo naledi25 were incomplete in some regard. For those366

incomplete feet, an extant species was selected as a template by taking into consideration published367

analyses of other postcranial and cranial elements. Based on this, Homo sapiens was chosen as the368

template for Homo erectus (Dmanisi)26 and Homo habilis (Olduvai hominin),27 and Gorilla gorilla was369

chosen as the template for Australopithecus afarensis (AL 333)28 and the unknown hominin foot found in370

Burtele.29 For example, the sole fourth metatarsal of theA. afarensis does not permit the direct estimation371

of w. However, only the ratio w∕L is necessary for the analyses, and the ratio for the gorilla is used for372

the Monte Carlo analysis of the fossil. The metatarsal however provides a direct measurement of t, but373

not of L. Therefore, to estimate the ratio t∕L, we incorporate the measured thickness t and the gorilla’s374

ratio tg∕Lg by using the formula,375

t
L

= t
⟨tg⟩

tg
Lg
, (M3)376

where ⟨tg⟩ is the mean t for the gorilla. This template-based estimation therefore incorporates direct377

measurements where available, without assuming that the fossil exactly resembles the extant template.378

Curvature of hominin feet from metatarsal torsion379

Following standard practice in the literature26,28, we use the torsion of the fourth metatarsal (�MT4) to380

estimate TTA curvature. This measure also facilitates the estimation of TTA curvature using partial or381

disarticulated fossils. When the proximalmetatarsal heads form a transverse arch and the distal metatarsal382

heads rest on the ground, the lateral metatarsals increasingly acquire torsion about their long axis (Fig. 4b,383

E6b,c). We compared the torsion-based estimate of curvature versus using the external geometry of the384

dorsal surface of the skeleton and found good correspondence (Supplement S5.1, Fig. E6d). The torsion385

�MT4 arises from the curvature c over the width w of the tarso-metatarsal articulation, and therefore386

the curvature is approximated by c = �MT4∕w. Using equation (1), the torsion-based estimate of the387

normalized curvature parameter for the TTA is,388

ĉ =
�MT4

(w∕L) (t∕L)
. (M4)389
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Extended data figures and tables413
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Figure E1. Illustrated anatomy of the foot. a, Identification of the bones of the foot that are referred
to in the main text. The cuneiforms, cuboid and the navicular are collectively referred to as the tarsal
bones. b, The plantar fascia, a tough elastic band, extends from the calcaneus to the distal end of the
phalanges. The fascia split and rejoin at multiple locations. c, The long plantar, short plantar and
calcaneonavicular ligaments are located in the midfoot and are primarily longitudinally oriented. The
deep and superficial transverse metatarsal ligaments are examples of stiff, transversally oriented elastic
tissues between the metatarsals. Anatomical images from Primal Pictures.
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Figure E2. Mathematical and computational analysis of continuum elastic shells. a, The shell is
clamped at one end, and loaded with a knife-edge at the other. It is of length L, width w, thickness t,
and has radius of curvature R (curvature c = 1∕R). b, The free end displaces by a height �z upon
loading, and reaction forces at the clamped end resist deformation. c, A cross-sectional view of the
shell shows the location of the neutral plane, if the shell were to act as an elastic beam. d, Out-of-plane
(z-axis) displacement profile for one numerical simulation of a shell (L = 0.1 m, w = 0.05 m,
t = 0.003 m, R = 0.03 m). Most of the displacement happens close to the loaded edge, unlike an elastic
beam. e, The stress component �xx is shown as a color-map of the undeformed shell. In an elastic beam,
the intersection of the neutral plane with the shell (panel c) would exactly match the locations of zero
stress. Because of curvature-induced in-plane stretching, the zero stress curve differs from the neutral
plane predictions in the vicinity of the loaded edge, and to a lesser extent, near the clamped boundary.
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Figure E3. Experimental characterization of arched shells. a, The experimental setup used in
stiffness measurements. b, A close-up of the shell from underneath shows how a curvature-matched
edge loading attachment was used to mimic a theoretical “knife-edge”. A curvature-matched clamp was
fixed and glued to the other end of the shell. c, Representative data that show the linearity of the
force-displacement data. The best fit quadratic is indistinguishable from the linear fit to within sensor
resolution. d, The Young’s modulus and e, Poisson’s ratio of the PDMS material used in fabricating the
shells were estimated from simultaneous stress and strain measurements during an extension test of a
rectangular PDMS block.
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Figure E4. Design and characterization of discrete mechanical foot-mimics. a, Experimental
arrangement for load-displacement measurements. The distal loading platforms for the three
metatarsals are staggered in height so that all three metatarsals are loaded vertically despite the
transverse curvature. In hominin feet, this is accomplished by the metatarsal torsion. b, Side view of a
single metatarsal showing the length L and thickness t for the foot mimics. The effect of thickness is to
provide a moment arm for the longitudinal spring and thereby affect the rotational stiffness of the hinge.
c,Mimics of three different thickness were fabricated and the thickness was estimated using
load-displacement measurements on curvature-free flat mimics. The accuracy of the estimated
thickness values are evaluated by plotting the predicted stiffness based on the thickness estimates versus
the measured stiffness. Details of the thickness estimation technique and statistics of the
stiffness-stiffness correlation are provided in Supplement S4.4.
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Figure E5. Effect of cutting the transverse springs in mechanical foot-mimics. Stiffness of
transversally curved foot mimics lacking the transverse inter-metatarsal springs (T−) is strongly
correlated with the stiffness of flat mimics with intact transverse inter-metatarsal springs.
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Figure E6. Transverse curvature of biological feet. a, b, Definitions of the length L, width w, and
thickness t. The fourth metatarsal is highlighted in green. b, c, The distal heads of the metatarsals rest
flat on the ground and the proximal heads are raised away from the ground to varying degrees because
of the TTA. As a result, the lateral metatarsals accrue torsion about their long axis. c, The curvature of
the TTA was estimated using the torsion of the fourth metatarsal �MT4. In addition, the average
curvature was also estimated using the angle of the normal to the dorsal surface of the fourth metatarsal
�dorsal, as measured in the midfoot (equation S5.3). d, Linear regression of the two different method to
estimate TTA curvature. Details of curvature estimation procedure and statistical results of the
regression are provided in Supplement S5.1.
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Table E1. Table of estimated stiffness values from cadaveric stiffness measurements and from
published load versus displacement data for humans9, C. aethiops and M. nemestrina.18 In addition to
stiffness of the intact human foot (Kℎ), the cadaveric experiments performed in the present study
included transection of the transverse inter-metatarsal elastic tissues, shown as KT−. The published data
for the three species include intact feet (Kℎ, Km and Kc) and feet with transection of the plantar fascia
(K□,pf−), the long plantar ligament (K□,lp−), the short plantar ligament (K□,sp−) and the
calcaneonavicular ligament (K□,cn−). These estimates were obtained by digitizing the published
plots9,18 of load versus displacement (using B. Tummers, DataThief III. 2006). The contribution of
each of the transected tissues are represented as the ratio of the loss in stiffness after transection to the
intact stiffness of the same foot. The transections by Ker et al.9 and Bennett et al.18 were performed in
the same sequence as listed in this table. This shows the significant role played by the transverse elastic
tissues and plantar fascia in human feet. Also evident is the similar role of the long plantar and short
plantar ligaments in human and monkey feet.

Species Foot condition Variable Estimated value
Cadaveric data collected for this study

Homo sapiens intact Kℎ (N∕mm) 324; 278
−transverse tissue KT−(N∕mm) 189; 149

(Kℎ −KT−)∕Kℎ 42%; 46%
Previously published9,18 cadaveric data

Homo sapiens intact Kℎ (N/mm) 481
−plantar fascia Kℎ,pf− (N/mm) 369

(Kℎ −Kℎ,pf−)∕Kℎ 23%
−long plantar ligament Kℎ,lp− (N/mm) 241

(Kℎ,pf− −Kℎ,lp−)∕Kℎ 27%
−short plantar ligament Kℎ,sp− (N/mm) 102

(Kℎ,lp− −Kℎ,sp−)∕Kℎ 29%
−calcaneonavicular ligament Kℎ,cn− (N/mm) 61

(Kℎ,sp− −Kℎ,cn−)∕Kℎ 9%
Macaca nemestrina intact Km (N/mm) 177

plantar fascia removed Km,pf− (N/mm) 170
(Km −Km,pf−)∕Km 4%

−long plantar ligament Km,lp− (N/mm) 117
(Km,pf− −Km,lp−)∕Km 30%

−calcaneonavicular ligament Km,cn− (N/mm) 85
(Km,lp− −Km,cn−)∕Km 18%

Chlorocebus aethiops intact Kc (N/mm) 132
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Table E2. Foot morphometrics for extant species from primary data for humans and Monte Carlo
estimates for all species. For the Monte Carlo estimation, the dimensions are modelled as Gaussian
random variables. Mean values and standard deviations were obtained from reported values in the
literature (Online methods, sub-section Morphometrics of feet of extant species, for details). Although
the primary data were smaller feet than the published data, the ratios w∕L and t∕L were nearly equal.
The morphometric variables are the lever-length of the foot L, width of the tarso-metatarsal articular
region w, dorso-plantar thickness of the third metatarsal t, and torsion of the fourth metatarsal �MT4.
From these, the normalized curvature parameter ĉ was estimated.

Species L (mm) w (mm) t (mm) �MT4 (deg) ĉ

mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD
Homo sapiensa 177 16.9 50.7 4.0 16.1 1.6 25.0 4.6 16.9 2.7
Homo sapiensb 200 14.0 60.0 5.4 18.0 1.6 23.6 7.1 15.6 5.6
Chlorocebus aethiops 85.0 4.3 24.0 1.2 9.0 0.45 0 2.5 0.0 1.5
Macaca nemestrina 100 6.0 35.0 2.1 10.0 0.6 0 2.5 0.0 1.3
Pan troglodytes 130 13.0 52.0 5.2 13.0 1.3 0 2.5 0.0 1.2
Gorilla gorilla 176 17.6 72.5 7.3 16.0 1.6 2.2 1.5 1.1 0.8

aPrimary data collected by us from 12 samples.
bBootstrapped Monte Carlo analysis using published data.

Table E3. Fossil morphometric data. Values of L, w, t and �MT4 used in estimating the normalized
curvature ĉ of fossil samples. Variable names with a subscript ℎ refer to human values (e.g. tℎ),
subscript p to the chimpanzee (e.g. wp), and subscript g to the gorilla (e.g. Lg). These values are
represented by Normal distributions as shown in Table E2. Variables in angled brackets, such as ⟨tℎ⟩,
refer to the mean value shown in Table E2. See online methods for details of source materials.

Species Specimen �MT 4 (deg) L (mm) w (mm) t (mm) w∕L t∕L

H. naledi UW 101-1456 38.0 137.0 38.0 16.0 0.277 0.117
H. erectus D2669, D4165 28.0, 29.0 – – 17.0 wℎ

Lℎ
t

⟨tℎ⟩
tℎ
Lℎ

H. habilis OH 8 25.0 112 44.0 – 0.393 tℎ
Lℎ

Burtele BRT VP2/73 26.5 – – 13.3 wg
Lg

t
⟨tg⟩

tg
Lg

A. afarensis AL 333-160 17.0 – – 17.1 wg
Lg

t
⟨tg⟩

tg
Lg


